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Our Setup: 
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Firewall – Forefront TMG 
 
There are two ways to setup and publish Spider securely using certificates. I use a wild card cert for 
all web app connections. 

1. Create SSL connection from client to firewall. 
2. Create SSL connection from client to Spider app passing through the TMG/ISA Firewall. 

 
I have used SSL to the TMG/ISA firewall as the Spider app is published behind TMG/ISA rather than 
in front of it. I have done this to have domain authentication to access the Spider app first rather 
than leave Spider out in the open.  
 
This is not a step by step whitepaper but rather a brief overview of a basic secure setup. This also 
applies to ISA Firewalls.  
 
DNS: If you host your own DNS then create an A Record to point to your Spider website. If you don’t 
host your own DNS then ask your ISP to create a record for your Spider website 
(spider.yourschool.co.nz) pointing to your public IP address. 
 
As the Spider app is setup as a website, not much needs to be done to publish it. If you want to use a 
certificate for it then create one in IIS on the Spider server. Once your certificate is installed you will 
need to export it, including the public key, and import the cert into TMG/ISA as a trusted cert. 
 
Using TMG/ISA Create a Listener. From = external > using SSL > with your certificate > using HTML 
Form Authentication.  
 
Using TMG/ISA create a new publishing rule to allow > from = external > to = Spider server (or use ip 
address of server) > traffic = https > listener = the one you created previously > public name = your 
Spider website (Spider.yourschool.co.nz) > Paths = default path should do (/*) > Authentication = No 
delegation, but client may authenticate directly > Application settings = default > Bridging = redirect 
to http port 80 > Users = all authenticated users or whatever access groups you have made. 
 
Note: depending on your requirements, ie: ssl all the way to your Spider server or just to your 
firewall, your bridging settings may need to be changed to ‘redirect to ssl port 443’ and select your 
certificate.  
 
For good measure, depending on the version of your firewall, ISA 2004, ISA 2006 or TMG etc, you 
may need to add an entry into your firewalls hosts file (C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\etc) 
pointing to your Spider app and server…. 
 
Spider.yourschool.co.nz  192.168.x.x  
Spider server name  192.168.x.x 
 
FIN. 


